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Abstract

In 2020, conspiracies moved from the fringes of society, to the very center of

socio-political life in the United States. In response, news sources have created an

area of reporting called the misinformation beat. Covering conspiratorial content,

however, poses unique epistemic challenges for journalists and researchers. One

concern is that covering emerging conspiracy theories may inadvertently expose

trusting readers to an especially seductive form of misinformation. Another

concern is that savvy conspiracy theorists may be manipulating the media into

unintentionally “spreading the word”. Given these dilemmas, this project seeks to

quantify and qualify the coverage of conspiracy theories by digital news sources

in the United States. The interaction between news and conspiratorial content is

modeled through a computational content analysis and a network analysis of

New York Times articles.

1. Introduction

In response to the chaotic information landscape that bloomed during Covid-19,

news outlets like CNN, the Washington Post, and the New York Times dedicated

reporting resources to cover the rise of misinformation, disinformation, and conspiracy

theories. I will refer to this new dedicated subject of reporting throughout this thesis as

it was named by McClure Haughey et al, the misinformation beat (2020). This project

hypothesizes that news coverage of fringe groups and conspiracy theories may expose

wider audiences to primary source misinformation. By doing so, journalists may

inadvertently place readers on the path of conspiracy rabbit holes in which readers are

led from one website to the next, thanks to the very structure of the Internet (Stewart,

1999). A reader's vulnerability to such conspiracies depends on the reader’s

psychographic, epistemic, existential, and social backgrounds (Douglas, 2017). And

though these factors influence dissemination and internalization of conspiracism, it is

important to understand one of the mechanisms by which conspiracies find their way

into the public’s attention, journalism.

This research project seeks to answer the following questions: how have news
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outlets like the New York Times (NYT) reporting practices been redefined by

conspiracies in 2020? This question breaks down into three parts, 1) what is the

misinformation beat and how is it unique, and 2) does the misinformation beat contain

a greater risk of exposure to conspiracies than other types of news, and 3) what is the

potential distance from readers to conspiratorial content because of the misinformation

beat? This project relies on a mixed-methods approach wherein a theory of knowledge

at the intersection of journalism and conspiracism drives computational analysis.

The interaction between journalism and conspiracies has become highly relevant

for a number of reasons. The period around Covid-19 has seen two epidemics -- a

physical, infectious disease and an infodemic (Starbird, 2020). As a result of

conspiracies and false reports, individuals have ignored mask mandates and social

distancing orders (Stewart, 2020). Others have falsely believed the virus to be nothing

more than a flu or worse, a machination of evil global elites like Bill Gates

(Wakabayashi, Alba, & Tracy, 2020). Theories like QAnon, that believed the US

government was satanic and centered around a now discredited “insider” named Q,

have even made it into the presidential debates (Kunzelman, 2020). And while

conspiracy theories are not a new phenomenon, in more recent months conspiracy

theorists have moved from theory to action, such as with the Storming of the Capitol, in

which insurrectionists were fueled by conspiracies that the 2020 elections was stolen

(Lazer et al, 2021). Understanding the interactions between conspiracies and journalism

will not only contextualize current conspiracism within the historical cycles of event or

crisis sense-making, but will also shed light on the re-defining of journalistic practices in

the digital age.
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2. Literature Review

2.1 Background

To be sure, conspiracies have long existed in the U.S. zeitgeist and in fact, are

woven into the very beginnings of the country. One example is founding father Thomas

Jefferson, who believed that, “...corrupt ministers of the king were secretly conspiring...”

to alienate the rights of colonists (Webb, 2019). Such conspiracism and distrust

influenced his writing and in turn,  helped to sow the seeds of the American revolution.

For each epoch of history and accompanying crisis(es), there has been conspiracism to

channel anxieties and to help make sense of social changes (Prooijen and Douglas, 2017;

Hofstaetder, 1966). Given the historical contexts for the emergence and dissipation of

conspiracy beliefs, it is no wonder that the current anxieties around the pandemic have

given way to conspiracism as a sense-making practice. These days, research estimates

that, “...over half of the American population consistently endorses some kind of

conspiratorial narrative about a current political event”, further adding that such belief

is, “...a trait that is remarkably widespread and stable across the usual ideological and

sociological divides.” (Maeyer, 2018; Oliver and Wood, 2014). In a polarized country, it

seems,  perhaps one of the few common practices is a growing belief in conspiracy.

This polarized political climate, combined with social unrest, and a global

pandemic have created the perfect conditions for a re-emergence of conspiracy belief.

According to Pew Research, about 25% of US adults see some truth in the conspiracy

theory that the Covid-19 virus was actually planned (Schaefer, 2020). Before the

pandemic, white Chrisitan Evangelicals were already moving towards conspiracy beliefs

that Donald Trump was a messianiac figure that would help stop the rise of evil (Fea,
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2020). Their embracing of this narrative, it has been theorized, was brought on by a

deep anxiety over fear that the US has been declining as a Christian nation (Fea, 2020).

Not all conspiracy messaging is misinformation, however, and not all news is truth. One

can look at the case of Watergate for example, where distrust and suspicion of the

government was indeed founded. Thus it may be worthwhile to delineate the boundaries

between journalism and conspiracism and define the operationalization of both in

theory.

2.2 Theoretical Constructs

a. Conspiracies

A long held understanding of conspiracism defines conspiracy theories as

the belief that the hidden machinations of powerful and well connected groups are the

true cause of major events. (McCauley & Jacques, 1979). Conspiracies as reflective of a

collective paranoia of power structures has held a fascination in both pop culture and in

social sciences, with recent theoretical work focused on internet conspiracies as an

eschatology, epistemological, and philosophical construct of the postmodernist

condition (Aupers, 2012; De Maeyer, 2018).

a.2. Conspiracy as postmodernist condition

Some have described conspiracy theories as the “a relentless ‘will to believe’ in a

disenchanted world”, a sure sign of postmodernist angst (Aupers, 2012). As an

eschatology, many conspiracies have a main narrative of an apocalyptic good versus evil

battle waged in the shadows. This consistency of narrative, despite the rotating cast of

“evil” characters ranging from Jewish people to the Deep State, is the reason why today’s

conspiracies have deep roots in historical prejudices and remain adaptive to current
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events (Donovan, 2020). Because conspiracists prefer their own reality over facts

presented by others, they participate in a particular “deconstructionist” epistemology in

which there is no way of ever truly knowing and there is no way of ever truly disproving

(De Maeyer, 2020). Instead the total subjectivity of conspiracism  “overwhelms”

journalism’ epistemologies and rhetoric of “objectivity” (De Maeyer, 2020).

There has been much debate, however, over the true nature of conspiracy,

anxiety, paranoia, and a postmodern understanding of the relationship between the self

and society. An easy critique is that since conspiracies are not new, how can they be

symptomatic of a postmodern condition? Or if postmodernism rejects grand narratives

and questions knowledge claims as conditioned responses, then how can conspiracies

which are the epitome of grand narratives be considered a condition? Aupers believes

that the nature of conspiracies has actually transformed with modernity (2012). Authors

like Melley would venture that the positioning of global governments and multinational

corporations as the bad guy, reflects the modern fear of losing agency and the self,

especially when faced with these monoliths. Melley claims that the loss of a “centered,

autonomous subject” of postmodernism actually comes with a desire to conserve the

self. A complete subjectivity means little structure to define oneself then, the self is

romanticized and aggrandized (Melley, 2000) in response to a paranoia of “modern

society itself” (Aupers, 2012). For example, we often see conspiracists on social media

platforms rejecting the “objectivity” of news and instead defining truth for themselves.

Thus these conspiracists place themselves as more capable and less conditioned than

the media and society. A common phrase in conspiracy theory circles compares

non-believers to obedient livestock, “Wake up, sheeple” (Jolley et al, 2018).
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a.3. Conspiracy as motivation for misinformation

But how does conspiracy fit within the current model of information propagation

online? What constitutes a conspiracy within the context of disinformation and

misinformation? Conspiracies and misinformation are often mentioned together and yet

remain separate. Many have worked to characterize and define misinformation and

disinformation, and rather than dabble in the nebulous field of what is or is not

intentionally misleading content, let us instead define conspiracy here as a

sense-making practice that leverages the power of narratives to resist fact, even when

presented with overwhelming evidence that contradicts the belief. When conspiracists

resist truth and reconstruct reality through the sharing of “evidence” such as

documents, images, or interpretations of events, they participate in misinformation

dissemination. Therefore one theoretical supposition of this paper asserts that

conspiracy as a narrative can be a motivation for the act of spreading misinformation.

Some of the spread of conspiracies like QAnon has been done intentionally by

true believers online. At this point conspiracists become misinformation actors and

these often actors show great sophistication and understanding of how information

propagates online. They use social engineering practices like “platform filtering” to

decontextualize information as they move messages across the web (Donovan, 2020).

They intentionally create and craft content that is likely to go viral and to reach such a

critical mass of interest that journalistic outlets pick up on the story, a form of media

manipulation called “trading up the chain” (Donovan, 2020). As McClure Haughey

states, reporters are left with an ethical dilemma in covering this new misinformation

beat (2020) which is a new journalistic area of reporting that focuses on disinformation,

misinformation, harassment, fake news, and conspiracy theories (McClure Haughey,
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2020). While McClure Haughey focuses on the misinformation beat in the context of

journalistic tracking online activity, the misinformation beat of newspapers such as the

New York Times cover “daily distortions” that include conspiracies from offline

activities as well, as seen in figure 1.

Fig 1. A screenshot of the NYT’s Daily Distortions page, an example of a media outlet’s

misinformation beat, taken on 5/6/2021

Misinformation beat reporters are often faced with the difficult dilemma; do they

debunk the misinformation and cover it as a news story or not? Despite the risk of

exposure to the readers, journalists are compelled to report on misinformation because

of its ever growing dangers. But if a story focuses on a conspiracy like Qanon, then

readers may enter a virtual Deleuzian, “universe in which divergent series trace

endlessly bifurcating paths, and give rise to violent discords and dissonances that are

never resolved into a harmonic tonality” (Smith & Protovi, 2018). And this “chaosmos”

has begun to define the Internet as a shared experience.

b. Journalism

Ironically, on face value, journalism and conspiracies share similar genetic

makeup. Both worlds revolve around following clues and gathering evidence. As De
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Maeyer wrote, “Conspiracism, after all, could be understood as the ultimate form of

journalistic exposé.” (2018). But conspiracies lack a scientific rigor or the

professionalism of journalism, and conspiracism very rarely reflects the reality of events.

Media and communications studies would place journalism closer to rational science at

this point, creating a separation from the unpurified, irrational science of conspiracy

(Aupers, 2012; De Maeyer, 2018; La Tour, 1988). This project examines the potential for

news readers to enter the conspiracy theory rabbit hole, but if we are interested in

journalism as a potential amplifier of conspiracism, then the epistemology of journalism

needs to be addressed.

b.1. Journalism epistemology as constructed versus assembled

Is journalism as Vorp would say, a constructed process or is it an assembled

process, as De Maeyer asserts? For the purposes of operationalizing journalism in this

study, this paper supposes that journalistic epistemology is a bit of both. Like Vorp, I

take a constructionist view of narrative and discourse formation in news media ergo

arguing that “individuals and groups actively create social reality from different

information sources,” and that, “ Journalists are in the middle of this dynamic process”

(2010). Journalists thus become the interpreters of events and issues, constructing

meaning in news stories through their semantic choices (Vorp, 2010). But like De

Maeyer states, journalism assembles facts, and therefore can not construct reality, an

“artificially created” reality. Therefore one contribution of this project is the assertion

that epistemic distinction lies in what journalism truly constructs. Journalism’s form of

epistemology means it can not construct information, hence relying on “information

sources”, but journalists do construct meaning from that information. It is the classic
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question of whether the artist can be separated from the art. In journalism knowledge

production, objectivity is attempted through fact-finding, but by the very nature of fact

interpretation, total objectivity is never quite reached. Arguably it is this epistemological

insecurity that conspiracy exploits (Aupers, 2012).

c. Conspiracy and Journalism, mutually defining

One other theoretical contribution of this work is the recontextualization of the

journalistic interaction with conspiracy theories in the Covid-19 era. In 2004, Bratich

observed the beginnings of conspiracy theories and the web “mutually defining each

other”, with even earlier signs of a growing association between new technologies and

conspiracies starting in 1996 (Bratich, 2004). Bratich examined the CIA-Crack-Contra

conspiracy, in which drug trafficking by a Nicaraguan rebel group was linked to the

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA),  and noted how the web response to an article by the

San Jose Mercury News on the CIA backing of the Contra group, outstripped “normal

channels of news transmission” (Bratich, 2004). At the time, traditional and more

mainstream news sources like the New York Times were slow to pick up on the story and

also dismissed the published story as pure conspiracy, an example of theorizing and

problematizing conspiracy theories (Bratich, 2004). Bratich asserts it was Mercury's

choice to publish the article on an emerging medium, the Internet, that caused other

journalists to cast doubt on the veracity of the reporting. Conspiracy theory was made

“more ‘foul’ because it was circulated through an untrustworthy medium” (Bratich,

2004). Some of journalism’s early, negative characterization of the Internet as

sidestepping the gatekeepers runs through the discourse of today. Yet, almost two

decades later, digital news is the norm. And in the past decade conspiracism as a culture
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has been “... increasingly normalized, institutionalized and commercialized.” (Aupers,

2012). News adapted to the web, and now, news is adapting to conspiracies and

misinformation.

In the past, conspiracies and rumors were potential sites of news-making

(Bratich), but now conspiracy and misinformation is its own beat --  its own subject of

dedicated reporting. Political polarization, partisanship, and media bias have

contributed to  distrust in journalism and helped to foster trust in the Internet as an

alternative source of information (Watts, 2017; Suiter and Fletcher, 2020). In turn,

Internet platforms like Reddit and 4chan help to fuel belief that mainstream media sell

“Fake News”. The Internet is where news is made and disseminated, picked apart by

conspiracists, who are then covered by reporters, whose articles are then scrutinized by

conspiracists, ad nauseum. Because as much as the US media has begun to report on

conspiracy theories, conspiracists have long monitored the news for evidence of their

theories. Such a simultaneous feedback loop is unique to the digital age; no other

technology but the Internet could have facilitated and sped up the dissemination and

consumption process to this degree. However, it is this constantly shifting information

landscape, exacerbated by unequal power dynamics with social media companies on

which they rely on for data access, that have left journalists feeling overwhelmed and

outmatched by the pace of conspiracies, disinformation, and misinformation (McClure

Haughey, 2020).

If more conspiracies were like Watergate, in which a sitting president was

implicated in a political scandal, or the Contra affair, perhaps this feedback loop would

be a positive step forward in the empowerment of everyday citizens, an upside of the

Internet’s democratization of information. Unfortunately, most conspiracies during
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Covid-19 like the 5G theory, that the virus was caused by cell phone towers, or

Plandemic, that the virus was intentionally planned for profit, have had tangible

consequences on public infrastructures and health (Bruns, Harrington, & Hurcombe,

2020). The question at hand then is, given the theoretical understanding of both

journalism and conspiracy theories, and their new (almost instantaneous) mutual

coverage, how does modern journalism interact with conspiracy messaging?

2.3 Related Computational Work

This project relies on a mixed-methods approach to the analysis of the new

misinformation beat. Previous research on misinformation and journalism will be

divided into two categories, 1) social media network analysis and 2) computational

content analysis of news and conspiracy narratives. As a potential contribution to the

body of work, this project leverages social theory and media theory to drive

computational analysis. The misinformation beat was initially identified and defined by

Mclure Haughey et al through their semi-structured qualitative interviews with

journalists (2020). As far as the author is aware, this thesis provides a computational

analysis of the misinformation beat as well as the first formal attempt at a social theory

and media theory of the misinformation beat.

Most prior computational methods have focused on social media networks as

amplifiers and disseminators of misinformation and disinformation. Less have focused

on traditional news sites as potential disseminators of misinformation. One such

example of social network analysis came from Lazer, et al, who in 2019 found evidence

that Fake News made up 6% of news on Twitter but was heavily concentrated and

mostly shared amongst conservative voters. Other examples include, Ahmer Arif, Leo
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Stewart, and Kate Starbird’s research who applied an crisis-informatics theoretical

framework to quantify the central positions of Russian information operation agents in

a sample of Twitter conversations on #BlackLivesMatter (Arif, et al, 2018). Still more

have looked at messaging platforms like WhatsApp and its cross-platform effects. In one

case, authors were able to represent the spreading of images with misinformation,

before, during, and after interaction with the platform as a network (Resende, et al,

2019). Reddit has also been researched as a network that codifies or amplifies

misinformation beliefs and behaviors. In an example of combining network and content

analysis, Tangherlini, et al modelled the complexities of Reddit conspiracy narratives as

a network (2020). Their research used natural language processing to extract the text

features of comments and posts. Then the authors combined qualitative and

quantitative methods to represent the narrative as connections (real or imagined)

between hero figures, evil political figures, and institutions. In each of the literature

examples cited here, the authors focused on network representations of social data to

follow the flow of misinformation or to reconstruct misinformation narratives. This

project builds on this practice by creating citation networks from NYT articles to assess

whether these articles share primary sources of misinformation.

A network analysis can give an overview of the structure and topology of

information sharing, however, identification of conspiratorial content will require

content analysis methods. Such methods rely on frequency and placement of words to

trace semantic relationships. In an interdisciplinary literature review comparing news

bias analysis approaches taken by social sciences versus computer science, the authors

Hamborg, Donnnay, and Gipp, found that computational methods often lacked the

theoretical nuances present in social science work (2018). Conversely, these authors also
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found that social science approaches lacked scalability and often relied on descriptive

statistics such as word frequency (2018), such as with the example of the first large-scale

computational analysis of political slant in the news was published by Genkowtz and

Shapiro in 2010. Similarly to the research done on political slant, previous work on

detecting conspiracy theories in the media have been extensive, exhaustive, but also

manual. In one example, 104,803 published letters that US citizens sent to the New

York Times and the Chicago Tribune between 1890 and 2010 were manually coded by

researchers (Uscinski & Parent, 2014). These researchers found peaks and troughs in

conspiracy belief through the manual annotation of letters to the editor. They surmised

that there is an historical context for the emergence and dissipation of conspiracism

(Uscinski & Parent, 2014; Prooijen & Douglas, 2017). To bridge this gap, this project

seeks to marry social theory and computational methods. As this project relies on a

grounded theory approach, I also leverage manual inspection and labelling, specifically

when identifying primary versus secondary sources shared in articles. Though manual,

this inspection and labelling becomes iterative through large-scale computing methods.

3. Data & Methods

This project seeks to model the information dissemination of conspiracy in the

misinformation beat. In this section I will focus on the production of online news and

the network effects of internet content. As such, the paper will limit its data collection

and scope to US-based news sources for two reasons. While Covid-19 and the structure

of many conspiracies relate to the larger globe, the conspiracies of interest are

US-centric and far-right populist, which have particular cultural understanding in the

States. As the earlier theorizing of conspiracies and journalism were focused on a US

media marketplace, the paper will model the consumption of US news in order to stay
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internally consistent. There are of course, limitations and drawbacks to a US-focused

theorization of conspiracies in a global pandemic, as the work will not be generalizable.

3.1 Data Overview

Data collection - As established in previous research (Termain, 2017), the New York

Times (NYT) plays a central role in the US news market and continues to influence the

newsmaking process of other outlets. The NYT has a self-reported subscriber count of

over 7.5 million, compared to the Wall Street Journal’s 2 million and Fox News prime

time viewership at 3.387 million (NiemanLab, 2020). The data collection in this project

therefore focuses on digital content from the NYT. Through a third-party package (Pietz,

2021), I scraped over 56,000 stories from the NYT website in year 2020 from Januart to

December, which includes articles and  web content such as multimedia slideshows.

2020 was chosen as a timeline because of Covid-19 and its “...inherent and persistent

uncertainty” (Starbird, 2020). This uncertainty contributed to the rise in

misinformation, disinformation, and conspiracy belief. After processing the dataset, the

metadata features of identification number, publication date, keywords, text, html, news

desk, and author were selected in order to extract temporal, linguistic, editorial, and

web page features. I then merged a public dataset containing the number of comments

per each NYT scraped in February 2021 by a data scientist student for a coding learning

project and made available through Kaggel (Dornel, 2021).
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Fig. 2. Daily volume of articles from the NYT reflects weekly news cycle with an increase in articles

during the 2020 presidential election.

Dataset features - As you can see in figure 2 above, the volume of articles and comments

falls into a weekly news cycle, with a peak in article publication during the U.S.

presidential election, November 2020.

Each article and story from the NYT was tagged with keywords selected by the

editors. An exploration of the most popular keywords in 2020 is shown in figure 3,

below.
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Fig 3. The top ten most tagged article keywords as labelled by NYT editorial staff.

Over 14,000 news stories were dedicated to the Coronavirus in 2020, and many

of the top keywords reflect  news around the pandemic such as “Quarantines” and

“Quarantine (Life and Culture)”. The other most popular article subjects were related to

U.S. politics, the election, and the presidential candidates former-president Donald

Trump and president Joe Biden.

3.2 Q1: What is the misinformation beat and how is it unique?

Defining misinformation beat articles by NYT keywords - In order to identify the

articles that pertain to the misinformation and conspiracy beat, I searched for stories

containing the string “QAnon'' as an example of a conspiracy theory that became

popular and found that all of these articles in 2020 were tagged with the labels

“Misinformation and Rumors” or “Fringe Groups”. The NYT also dedicated space on

their site to “Daily Distortions: Tracking Viral Misinformation” and all of these articles

were similarly tagged, containing at least one of those two keywords.

To compare stories from the misinformation beat versus non-misinformation
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beat stories, the dataset was filtered to observations matching both NYT created

keywords “Misinformation and Rumors” and “Fringe Groups”, resulting in a final count

of 721 stories. Comments for each of these articles were then scraped totalling almost

190,000 observations. The following graph (fig. 4) shows the number of articles and

comments over time from the misinformation beat.

Fig 4. The number of comments and articles tagged as “Misinformation and Rumors” and “Fringe

Groups” trended upwards in 2020.

The graph indicates a general positive trend in both the number of articles and the

number of comments from the misinformation beat over time. While there was an

earlier peak in comments during May 2020, the number of articles related to

misinformation and conspiracies peaked during the election in November 2020.

If not identified as an article from the misinformation beat, or in this case, from

the Daily Distortions section of the NYT, the article was labeled as “general news”.

General news covers all other keywords except for “Misinformation and Rumors” and
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“Fringe Groups”. Keywords in the general news group include anything from “Arts” to

“Sports” with a total of 5,5428 articles . The dataset was thus divided into articles about

misinformation (misinformation beat) and articles not directly related (general news).

On average, the number of comments on Misinfo Beat articles were higher (mean = 262

comments) than the number of comments on general news stories (mean = 90

comments).

Comparing linguistic features to assess misinformation beat’s uniqueness through

salient terms and topics models - Is the misinformation beat actually a unique area of

reporting? One means of finding its unique features is through a comparison of

linguistic features in the misinformation beat dataset versus the general news dataset.

After processing and cleaning the text using the NLTK library, I employed a

term-frequency, document-frequency comparison to find salient terms and to compare

them across the two datasets. I also conducted a topic model comparison to get a high

level overview of the discourse. Latent Dirichlet Allocation models leverage Bayesian

probability to measure the likelihood terms will be seen together (Blei, 2012). I used

coherence scores to find the optimal number of topics per model and then compared

these models through a Jaccard distance metric to assess similarity. The Jaccard

distance measures the probability of terms in one topic appearing in the probability

distribution of another topic. By comparing the similarity or dissimilarity of topics from

one dataset’s model to another, we can identify the relative uniqueness of the language

employed by the misinformation beat.
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3.3. Q2: Does the misinformation beat contain a greater risk of exposure to conspiracies

than other types of news?

Quantifying opportunities to leave the NYT - In order to assess the risk of exposure to

conspiratorial content, I first had to identify opportunities to leave the website. To do so

I used BeautifulSoup to parse through the html of each observation, an article in this

context, and extracted all links that were embedded in the body of the article. Domains

were extracted from all shared links in a story using the python package TLDExtract.

Links and domains were further filtered to identify all internal directs, i.e. website URLs

that contain the phrase “nytimes.com” , “nytco.com”, and “tbrand”, which is the NYT

branding studio. By searching for the string “nyt”, I was also able to detect any links that

might have been shortened. The remaining links that directed readers off the NYT

website were labelled as "external”. The number of external links out of the total number

of links shared in an article became a new metric, a ratio that describes the relative

opportunity a reader has to go off-site.

Comparing citations and patterns of information sharing in the misinformation beat

to general news stories - To visualize the structure of information sharing, I generated

citation networks for articles in the misinformation beat and for general news articles.

The web URL of a NYT article was one node and an external domain was another. If a

domain was shared in that article, an edge connected the domain to the article URL.

Only external domains were connected to NYT nodes, so as not to inflate the network

with the common practice of websites linking to their own content. I used the PageRank

algorithm which accounts for inbound links with respect to the edge weight, in order to

identify the relative influence of these sources and which domains were most highly

cited (Heidemann et al, 2010).
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Manually inspecting citations to categorize shared links as primary versus secondary

sources of conspiratorial content - However, since conspiratorial content is most likely

to be a rare phenomenon, the links had to be manually inspected in order to whether a

shared external link contained primary source conspiratorial content or was an

interpretation of that content by a secondary author. Because there were over 55, 000

articles in the general news dataset, I took a random sample of n = 50 from both the

misinformation-related articles and non-related articles. The external links were then

identified in each article, with 276 external links in the misinformation-related and 219

external links in the general news dataset. I then manually inspected the contents of

these 475 total links.

After an initial reading of the links and their contents, I created a four point

schema based on the type of information shared (primary versus secondary) and

whether it was conspiracy related or not. With the focus on identifying primary versus

secondary sources, this classification system relies on research standards of source

selection. The table below (table 1.) offers a taxonomy of the external links shared.

Classification categories of links shared in news articles

0 - Not related

1 - Primary source,

conspiratorial

content)

2 - Secondary

source, news

coverage of

conspiracies

3 - Primary

Source, tech

reaction

4 - Primary source,

conspiracy correction

The link is not

directly related to

conspiracy

content.

The link contains

primary source

content such as

documents, images,

or first hand

accounts of aspects

of a conspiracy.

The links contains

interpretation of

primary sources,

activities, or

events related to

conspiracy

content

The link

contains

released

statements and

blog posts from

technology

companies in

response to

conspiracies.

The link contains content

that directly contradicts

conspiratorial content such

as statements by health

organizations and tweets by

public officials.
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Table 1. The criteria for the manual labeling of links focuses on primary versus secondary forms of

information.

The taxonomy is first organized by information hierarchies of primary or secondary

information, i.e. first hand accounts or original documents versus secondary analysis or

descriptions of events. The second hierarchy of labels is then whether the linked web

page contains conspiracy content. The first label, “not related” refers to links that did

not refer to conspiratorial content as the subject of the page. For example, a general

website like the homepage of Google would not be considered related and would

therefore be given the label of zero. The second label, “Primary source, conspiratorial

content” defines links to web pages that share first hand accounts of conspiracies or

other pieces of evidence that support conspiratorial belief. For example, photos of night

skies with a suspicious orb shared with the caption “E.T. is real” would be considered a

primary source and related to alien conspiracies. The third label, “Secondary source,

news coverage” could be any news article or journalistic content such as a reporter’s

tweet that describes, analyzes, or comments on a conspiracy. A link to a Washington

Post article that describes the rise of Qanon would be one such example.  The fourth

label, “Primary source, tech reaction” emerged from a second review of the links. As the

emergence of misinformation, disinformation, and conspiratorial content intersects

with socio-technical systems like Facebook and Twitter, many technology companies

released statements on how their platform was dealing with the dissemination of

information, hence the need for the fourth label. Finally, the last label is called “Primary

source, conspiracy correction”. If, for example, a public health official offered

corrections to a Covid-19 conspiracy, this would be an example of a primary source

correction as government documents or officials speaking in the capacity of their roles

become institutional evidence.
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3.4. Q3. What is the potential distance from readers to conspiratorial content because of

the misinformation beat?

Simulating a user’s journey from NYT misinformation article to direct conspiracy

content - So far the methods have compared the features, the structure of outbound

links, and the content of misinformation-related stories to that of general news. One of

the hypotheses of this project is that increased exposure to misinformation coverage

may place readers on the path of a conspiracy rabbit hole. One way to operationalize this

distance between journalism and conspiracy theory is to simulate a reader’s journey

from a NYT article to conspiracy content. Each article that links to media coverage of

conspiracy theories or direct links to the conspiracy content (1 or 2 in the taxonomy)

represents an opportunity for a reader to leave the site and engage with misinformation

coverage further.

To test this theory I simulated semi-random walks through the Internet with the

NYT articles as origin points. I took all of the articles that contained a conspiratorial link

either as a primary or secondary source. I then followed and scraped that link for html

content. From each of these links, I scraped and parsed the website, randomly selecting

an external link from the page. Not all links on the page were thus weighted evenly as

external links were highly overweight to better mimic a user’s jump from one site to the

next.
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Fig 5. An illustration of the semi-random walk  process wherein external links are overweighted.

While the aforementioned citations graphs above represent one-hop traversal, or

one reader link-click on an article, a user’s journey may take them multiple clicks away

from the NYT website. In order to mimic this multiple click journey while also

anticipating the growing potential for failure as the scraper moved away from the

curated, this process of extracting links and scraping for more links was repeated up to

five jumps, in an emulation of user “clicks”, per story.

If the link destination was a social media platform, such as TikTok or Facebook,

the simulation stops the journey for that origin story. Social media sites are stopping

points because of their anti-scraping policy. Of course, there are a number of factors that

may influence user behavior and how likely they are to click on a link. The purpose of

reconstructing possible pathways in a semi-random manner where external links have

an equal probability of reader interaction, is not to assume the behavior of users but to

discern the distance between the NYT and fringe conspiracy sites as a measure of

potential exposure.

The newly scrapped links were then also manually inspected for further

identification of primary or secondary conspiratorial content. The total number of

scrapped links successfully “walked to” and then manually labelled were 212 links. In
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total, 707 links were manually inspected in this iterative process.

4. Findings

4.1. Q1:  What are the linguistic features of the misinformation beat and is it unique?

Firstly, the number of comments on Misinfo Beat articles were higher (mean =

262 comments) than the number of comments on general news stories (mean = 90

comments). Secondly, the salient terms in the misinformation dataset were found to be

related to misinformation actors and conspiracies, especially around the pandemic (fig.

6.a. And 6.b.). For example, the salient terms in the Misinfo Beat set included “dr._yan”

and “dr_zelenko”. The former of the conspiracies references Dr. Yan, a Chinese scientist

that claims Covid-19 was lab made (Timberg, 2021). Dr. Zelenko originally claimed that

the US Food and Drug Administration backed treating coronavirus with

hydroxychloroquine, azithromycin and zinc (LaFraniere & Roose, 2020). The general

news dataset was too large and disparate to produce comparable tf-idf results, as most

of the term-xs were names without titles or context. Hence the need for topic models

which could offer more interpretable results across the two datasets.
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Top Salient Terms with Tf-IDF by Dataset

Fig 6.a. And 6.b. Side-by-side comparison of the terms with the highest tf-idf scores in the two

datasets.

Coherence Score Models by Dataset

Fig 7.a. & 7.b. Coherence scores show 14 and 18 topics as the optimal number of topics for

misinformation-related articles (7.a.) and non-misinformation articles (7.b.), respectively.

Topics models were generated for each dataset (Appendix 1.a and 1.b). For the

misinformation beat dataset, though the coherence score peaks at 26 topics, however a

total of six topics with a coherence value of 0.306 were more human-interpretable (Fig.

7a.). For the general news corpus the optimal number was 18 topics with a coherence

value of 0.42 (Fig. 7b.). Upon a manual inspection, most of the topics in the general

news corpus aligned with the various news sections such as U.S. politics, lifestyle, and

sports, arts, and etc.  The misinformation beat showed topics related to former
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President Trump, social media, QAnon and the coronavirus.

I also used the Jaccard distance (Appendix 2.) to identify any overlapping topics

in the two datasets in a pairwise fashion. The Jaccard distance uses set theory to

measure whether a word in one topic is in the probability distribution of the other topic .

Most of the topics diverged, however, the most correlated topics between general news

and conspiracy news were about the US presidential election, perhaps indicative of how

conspiracy theories during the pandemic were political in nature.

4.2. Q2: Does the misinformation beat contain opportunities for exposure to

conspiracies?

Misinformation beat articles offer more opportunities to leave the NYT - Articles from

the NYT have a median value of 18 links shared per article, and of those links shared, it

has a median value of 2 non-NYT websites per article. This indicates that generally, the

NYT directed user traffic to other parts of their website, keeping the attention on NYT

articles.  I took a random sample of n= 500 of both datasets, the general news and

misinformation beat articles, and plotted the distribution of ratios, the number of

external links is divided by the total number of links shared in an article, for the

misinformation beat versus general news. The distribution indicates that articles about

misinformation or conspiracies are more likely to share external links than the general

news dataset.
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Fig 8. A distribution of the ratio of external to total links shared per article.

The difference in external website links between general news articles and

conspiracy  articles was found to be statistically significant. These findings indicate that

the opportunities to leave the site are higher on Misinfo Beat articles.

Related Sample T-test, n = 500
(Misinfo vs General link ratios)

T-Statistic p-value

7.45 4.26E-13

Table 2. Statistical significance of the difference in ratios, the external to total

links shared per article.

Most cited outbound links were social media and other news outlets - The top non-NYT

domains shared in general news show social media as one of the top references, Twitter,

Facebook, Reddit, and Whatsapp to name the top five scores. WashingtonPost, another

legacy newspaper and Wall Street Journal were the other top referenced news outlets.

CDC and the NIH were the top health organizations mentioned in the citation graph. In

the Misinfo top pagerank scores, we see that there are more news sources referenced,

such as WaPo, CNN, NBCNews, Politico, Guardian, and Buzzfeed.
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Top 15 Domains by PageRank Influence

Fig 9.a. and 9.b. PageRank scores of cited domains in a NYT article demonstrate popular sources.

One interpretation is that in covering conspiracies and misinformation, the most

highly cited sources are other reputable news outlets. However, these sources may

embed conspiratorial content in their coverage and so it was necessary to conduct a

manual inspection of the cited links in order to identify primary versus secondary

content.

Manual inspection finds more primary and secondary sources of conspiratorial

content in misinformation beat articles - From a random sample of 50 articles per

dataset, over 400 external links were extracted and then manually inspected. The results

of the inspection found that over 55.76% of the external links shared from the

misinformation beat article were news sources covering conspiracy theories, and were

therefore secondary sources. The percent of primary source conspiratorial content was

.05% in the general dataset versus 14.5% in the misinformation beat dataset. Thus both

primary and secondary sources of conspiracy related information were higher in the

misinformation beat articles.

Manual Inspection Results
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Fig 10.a. & 10.b. Information types include 1-Primary source and conspiratorial content, 2- secondary

source and conspiracy-related, 0 - not conspiracy-related, 4 - primary source, tech response to

conspiracies.

The following section will then take the articles containing primary and secondary

conspiratorial content, i.e. primary sources that contain a first-person account of

someone’s belief in a conspiracy and secondary sources that report, describe, correct, or

analyze  the conspiracy phenomenon,  as starting points in a simulated walk to identify

the potential distance between the NYT and conspiracy theories. According to the

results of the manual inspection then, a reader is more likely to come across primary

sources of conspiratorial content because of the misinformation beat. A related sample

t-test found the difference to be statistically significant between the two datasets.

Related Sample T-test, n = 150
(Misinfo vs General link ratios)

T-Statistic p-value

-17.87 6.76e-39

Table 2. Statistical significance of the difference in ratios, the external to total

links shared per article.
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4.2. Q3: What potential distance do misinformation beat readers have to conspiratorial

content?

A limited simulation found distance between primary source conspiracy and NYT

more likely to d = 1 - The semi-random simulation found that the distance between NYT

and primary source conspiracies were likely to be equal to 1. This is, in the limitations of

a simulated walk, the primary sources were more likely to be a direct citation within an

article and were not found downstream.

Recall that 50 articles were randomly sampled from the two datasets. From these

articles all external links were manually labelled. The links that were secondary or

primary sources and also related to conspiracy content were then scraped for further

links. Two citation networks were then created from the simulation results, where a NYT

article was a starting node and all subsequent links were connected nodes.

Out of the dataset articles not identified as the misinformation beat, three out of

the 219 links extracted from the n= 50 sample were labeled as news coverage of

conspiracies (label 2) or a primary source (label 1). The three links originated from two

articles. In one article, rumors around a Catholic bishop turned out to be true. The NYT

article on the religious scandal referenced the news coverage by the sources Slate and

the Washington Post. In the other, a NYT article linked to the tweet of a Black Lives

Matter leader. This protester found evidence of a conspiracy to assassinate him when

Google searches suggested the terms “shoot him” and “shoot in the head” as

auto-complete text with his name. Though a semi-random walk was simulated for the

three links found, the subsequent links did not contain conspiratorial content. These

examples are cases that demonstrate some conspiracies are indeed true, and

demonstrate the value of covering such stories. From the network, only one primary
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source was found (the BLM leader’s tweet), and it was one traversal hop from the origin

story.

Fig. 11. The simulated semi-random walk from non-misinformation beat stories that contained

conspiracy-related links.

A second citation network was generated by the misinformation beat sample. 189

out of 276 external links were either labelled as primary source or secondary source and

related to conspiracy theories. From these links a semi-random walk was simulated,

starting at the origin NYT stories. The links connected closest to the center node were

direct references in the article. Each subsequent traversal hop represents a simulated

click away from a NYT story so that the number of clicks equals the distance between

nodes.
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Fig. 11.a. The simulated semi-random walk from misinformation beat stories that contained

conspiracy-related links.

In Fig. 11.a., 48 links were found to be primary sources and conspiracy-related. Of

these direct examples of conspiracy content, six links were found at the second click.

Two conspiracy primary sources were found via the third click. This means that 38 out

of the 48 (about 79%) examples of primary source content were directly referenced in an

article from the NYT misinformation beat.
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Fig. 11.b. A close look at one of the clusters in which the semi-random walk encountered a conspiracy

primary source.

Let’s take a closer look at one of the simulated semi-random walks. In the

example cluster above (Fig. 11.b.), the NYT article (largest purple node) shared direct

links to a RedState article (a right-leaning news blog), a tweet, and two Daily Beast

articles (a left-leaning news blog). From one of the Daily Beast articles, the simulation

found an since-archived RedState article that referred to Covid-19 as the Wuhan virus.

Because the power of the experiment is relatively small, and there are a number

of limitations to the simulation approach, the results presented above should be taken as

an initial exploration into the Internet space around the misinformation beat.

5. Discussion

Takeaways - The findings offer a few insights. The first, that stories covering

misinformation and conspiracies grew in both volume and engagement over the course

of 2020, and that engagement is on average higher than for general news, with an
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average score of 262 comments for misinformation beat versus an average comment

score of 90 for other news. The second, that readers of conspiracy articles have more

opportunities to leave the NYT site than readers of general news articles, with an

average 0.2 ratio versus an average of 0.0, respectively. The third, that the content of

general news versus the misinformation beat tends to diverge in topics with a

decorrelation index ranging from 0.7 to 1.0. The highest similarity topic in both models

were related to the election and Republicans, indicating that the beat is mostly unique in

language but shares political subjects with other sections of the NYT. The fourth is that

the misinformation news stories are more likely to link to other news outlets, than to

social media accounts, as the domains with the highest PageRank in the misinformation

beat were other media outlets. The fifth, Misinfo Beat articles are more likely to share

primary source conspiratorial content (at 14.50% versus 0.005%) with statistical

significance, suggesting readers are more likely to come across conspiracy content

through interaction with Misinfo Beat stories than general news stories from the NYT.

The fifth and final takeaway is that though an attempt at simulating semi-random walks

from NYT articles encountered more conspiratorial content in explicitly referenced

links, it is unclear if the results were dependent on journalistic practices of sharing

examples of misinformation or on the performance of the scraper. Therefore the

simulation may be seen as an exploratory first step in assessing the distance between

conspiracy theories and the new misinformation beat.

Data limitations - There are, of course, a number of limitations with this study.

One limitation is that,  assuming a reader clicks on an external link from a story, all

subsequent links were filtered to external links on the site, overweighting the possibility

a user would leave the pge. The experiments are meant to be a proxy for and simulation
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of human behavior, however, such an approach to Internet interactions is incomplete as

website design and content are likely to be major factors in influencing what a reader

may click on next. Another limitation of the study is that linked content was categorized

as conspiratorial or not through a manual inspection process. While other researchers

have also utilized a grounded, mixed-methods approach, there remains potential for

false negative or positive identification and general room for interpretation. Further

research should improve on the power of the simulation experiment by scaling up the

sample size, repeating trials, and finding the universe of all possible links.

In a chaotic information landscape, such as the one experienced during 2020,

there are unique ethical considerations in covering conspiracies. How can news outlets

share urgent information such as the rise of QAnon believers without exposing readers

to potential harm? An analogous, though imperfect, parallel could be drawn with the

choice to broadcast mugshots.

In recent years, newsrooms have moved away from showing the mugshots of

persons who have been arrested and not convicted, because of the harmful long term

effects on the subject (Blakinger, 2020). In this example, journalists have chosen to

withhold some information and to restrain their practices from falling into “clickbait”.

Conversely, conspiracy stories are no doubt sensational and could be seen as perfect

clickbait by their very nature. The fact that the average number of comments are higher

on conspiracy stories than on general news stories, speaks to their popularity. But a

potential solution could be for newsrooms to scale back the depth of their coverage and

to not reconstruct conspiracy theories for audiences. There should still be a

misinformation beat, especially given its social prevalence, but there should be some

friction to information that benefits trusting readers and prevents exposure to harm.
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6. Conclusion

Due to the persistent presence and continuously ambiguous nature of the

Covid-19 pandemic in the United States, collective anxieties have fed into conspiracy

theories. But the question of how best to engage with these theories, from both a

journalism and an academic research standpoint, remains open. That conspiratorial

content like QAnon should so directly mingle with the public discourse that it becomes

an oxymoron of a “mainstream” conspiracy theory, speaks to the extent that these

conspiracies have commanded attention. At times the call to attention has been violent,

both epistemically and physically. This study explored the mutual news making

practices of conspiracies and the New York Times, and offers as a contribution, a formal

social and media theory of the new misinformation beat and the first computational

analysis of the emerging practice.
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8. Appendix

A.1.a. Topic Model from Misinformation Beat articles

Topic Model - Misinfo, topn = 15
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A.1.b. Topic Model from non-Misinformation Beat articles

Topic Model - General, topn = 15
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A.2. Topic model dissimilarity index through the Jaccard Distance
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